Construction
in the Public
Sector

The UK construction industry remains
encouragingly resilient, with the value
of new construction work rising every
year since 2012.
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2017 saw substantial increases
in the both the total value of
new orders - the highest annual
total ever at over

No. of
firms

- and the number of firms
operating in the sector.

New
orders

Public sector projects accounted
for a quarter of total expenditure
in 2017 – amounting to over

What this means
for suppliers
With massive public investment going
into infrastructure projects over the coming
years and creating huge and varied supply
chains, there are opportunities for every
kind of contractor.

Tenders Direct

has published almost

13,000

construction
related contracts

contracts

from across the UK
in the last 12 months.

Major ongoing
public sector projects
2021

2023

2025

2030s

Priority School Building

£4.4 billion

Thames Tideway

£4.2 billion
Heathrow expansion

£14 billion
High Speed 2 (HS2)

£57.7 billion

Tenders Direct has identified a

43% increase
in rail sector contract notices compared to the previous year.

Housing sector
Spend on public sector housing increased by

over 13%

13%

21%

in 2017 compared to 2016.

Tenders Direct has seen a

21%

increase in housing related
contracts in the last 12 months
compared to the previous year,
including new build and repair
& maintenance.
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Published Regionally 2017 vs 2018

+24% +15%
East Anglia

+22%
South West

North West

+17%
+15%

+17%
Yorkshire

+24%

+22%

If you’re a construction contractor Tenders Direct can provide you with
accurate and comprehensive reports of every relevant public contract.

To find out more
visit tendersdirect.co.uk or call 0800 222 9009
Source: Office for National Statistics and the Construction Products Association, October 2018.
Tenders Direct in-house research, October 2018.

